SUMMER 2017 YOUTH ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

WEEK 1 CAMPS FOR GRADES 1-2
Introduction to
Spanish

Learn Spanish concepts like greetings, colors, numbers, animals, family members and body parts through
songs, stories, finger plays, music and movement, puppetry and hands-on activities. We will make puppets
using recyclable materials and act out a story to use the vocabulary we learned. We will use dancing
materials like bean bags, scarves and streamers to introduce colors and count in Spanish. We will use play
dough, games, and other sensory materials to reinforce the vocabulary. This camp is appropriate for grades
1-5.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$155
5365
Fanianos

Bringing Words to Explore Bookmaking Through Writing, Songs, Art and Movement. Let's take your child's love of different
Life
things- dinosaurs, trucks, flowers, science and more to bring it to life in books. We'll explore many things
through song, movement, creating and writing. Through this exploration, we'll learn and make a book a day.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$155
5367
Kupetsky
Color Exploration
Through Art

Mix, paint and shade colors. Focus on books and art activities, science experiments, inquiry, projects and
games to explore color mixing.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$155
5374
Janette

WEEK 2 CAMPS FOR GRADES 1-2
Easy and Fun
Chinese

Learn Chinese the easy way! In this camp we will focus on basic Mandarin Chinese conversation, vocabulary
and grammar. Topics covered will include greetings, numbers and family. We will also explore Chinese
culture. This camp is appropriate for grades 1-5.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$155
5383
Fong

Young Scientists

Unleash your inner scientist. This camp focuses in a fun way on science and STEM related activities. Each
day will have new emphasis. We'll try fun experiments, make crazy fizzy snacks and play games. See how
science is fun!
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$159
5385
Janette

King ARThur's
Drawing, Painting
& Sculpting

In this mixed media camp, children will be drawing, painting and sculpting their own creative kingdom. Our
young artists create flying dragon spinners and dragon eggs, paint princesses and knights of gold and silver.
Of course, every fantasy world needs a castle and pennants to proclaim the realm too! This camp is
appropriate for grades 1-5.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$159
5384
Hayes

WEEK 3 CAMPS FOR GRADES 1-2
Kids on Stage

Drama, games and activities will promote your creativity and confidence as you experience improvisation,
puppetry, storytelling, acting, making simple costumes and more.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5403
Janette

Drawing, Painting
& Sculpting
Animals

Do you love using animals as an inspiration for your artwork? In this camp, you'll develop your "young artist"
through drawing, painting and sculpting creatures from around the world and your own backyards. You will
create horses of the Southwest that gallop through the plains, Japanese fish to fly through the air, and
Audubon’s birds to drink from the pond! And, inside Rousseau's jungle, a spirit animal will emerge in a papiermâché mask! This camp is appropriate for grades 1-5.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5404
Young
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WEEK 1 CAMPS FOR GRADES 3-5
Introduction to
Spanish

Learn Spanish concepts like greetings, colors, numbers, animals, family members and body parts through
songs, stories, finger plays, music and movement, puppetry and hands-on activities. We will make puppets
using recyclable materials and act out a story to use the vocabulary we learned. We will use dancing
materials like bean bags, scarves and streamers to introduce colors and count in Spanish. We will use play
dough, games, and other sensory materials to reinforce the vocabulary. This camp is appropriate for grades
1-5.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$155
5365
Fanianos

Social Graces:
Manners Made
Easy

Does your child need a brush up on proper etiquette? In this camp we'll learn the rites of social behaviors as
well as the importance of getting along with others. Through role-playing we'll learn proper manners and
habits. Help your child navigate through society comfortably.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$155
5372
Hill

Mystery Madness
CSI

Solve your own real-life mystery like the pros. In this Crime Scene Investigation camp you will develop
problem-solving and critical thinking skills. We'll read fingerprints, write in secret code, create some of our own
mysteries and then solve them.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$159
5368
Andersen

Computer
Keyboarding:
Introduction

This is a great camp to learn life skills. You'll use your computer keyboarding skills to create documents,
presentations and basic spreadsheets using Google Apps. Explore and expand your knowledge software
programs and learn life skills that can be used in school and beyond.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$155
5369
Berry

Exploring PE,
Arts &
Engineering

Do you like being active? How about doing art projects, coding and engineering? If so, this is the camp for
you! We will exercise with games, circuits and some other great activities. We will create memorable art and
X-Plore lots of visual and performing arts.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$159
5375
Sterling

WEEK 2 CAMPS FOR GRADES 3-5
Easy and Fun
Chinese

Learn Chinese the easy way! In this camp we will focus on basic Mandarin Chinese conversation, vocabulary
and grammar. Topics covered will include greetings, numbers and family. We will also explore Chinese
culture. Camp is appropriate for grades 1-5.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$155
5383
Fong

King ARThur's
Drawing, Painting
and Sculpting

In this mixed media camp, children will be drawing, painting and sculpting their own creative kingdom. Our
young artists create flying dragon spinners and dragon eggs, paint princesses and knights of gold and silver.
Of course, every fantasy world needs a castle and pennants to proclaim the realm too! This camp is
appropriate for grades 1-5.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$159
5384
Hayes

Theater, Improv
and Set Design

Are you intrigued by the theater and set design? Do you like to improvise? Join us in this theater camp where
improvisational games will test your abilities to think on your feet. We'll design costumes, build sets, memorize
lines and much more. Our last day will be a performance of a play of our own creation.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$155
5386
Campos
CAMPS FOR GRADES 3-5 CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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WEEK 2 CAMPS FOR GRADES 3-5 CONTINUED
Fantasy Writing
and Creative Art
for Writers

J.K. Rowling once said, "Words are our most inexhaustible source of magic." Harness this magic through the
close reading and analysis of excerpts of fantasy literature. You will embark on daily writing quests that will
challenge and strengthen your writing skills. Come create new worlds, discover magical creatures and make
magic! This camp is 4th and 5th-grade students who have a passion for writing.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$155
5389
Mougel

Cheer / Dance

Do you love cheering or dancing? If so, this camp is for you! Come and learn cheers and dances for fun. Stay
healthy and fit while having fun. Portions of this camp may be outdoors, bring water, sunscreen and a hat.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$155
5391
Patterson

Exploring Coding

Have you ever wanted to tell a computer what to do? This is your chance! We'll explore the basics of
computer coding through a number of different websites. You'll walk away with a toolbox full of ideas on how
to code computers of all kinds.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$155
5392
Sterling

Introduction to
Circuit Design

Learn the basics of Circuit Design with "Snap Circuit". This easy and fun program will show us how to build
both simple and complex circuits. This camp is appropriate for grades 3-8.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$159
5387
Fisher

WEEK 3 CAMPS FOR GRADES 3-5
Flute: Beginning
& Intermediate

Do you imagine peacefully playing your flute and lulling babies to sleep? In this camp, you will learn the
basics of playing the flute and reading music as well as gain more advanced skill. Students will learn fingering
and scales, have fun playing together and evaluate and appreciate classical composers and their flute solos
as well. Bring your own flute. This camp is appropriate for grades 3-8.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5407
Decker

Drawing, Painting
and Sculpting
Animals

Do you love using animals as an inspiration for your artwork? In this camp, you'll develop your "young artist"
through drawing, painting and sculpting creatures from around the world and your own backyards. You will
create horses of the Southwest that gallop through the plains, Japanese fish to fly through the air, and
Audubon’s birds to drink from the pond! And, inside Rousseau's jungle, a spirit animal will emerge in a papiermâché mask! This camp is appropriate for grades 1-5.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5404
Young

Readers Theatre

Do you love group storytelling, narration and movement? In this camp, you'll enhance your reading, speech,
artistic, and social skills as you learn new vocabulary and use artistic abilities to build simple costumes for a
play. Students read their parts of the script and act them out throughout the week. Parents come and enjoy a
grand performance on the last day.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$155
5406
Dawson

CAMPS FOR GRADES 3-5 CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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WEEK 3 CAMPS FOR GRADES 3-5 CONTINUED
HerStory:
Learning About
Famous Women
in History

Do you have a sense of wonder at the women in history? In this camp, you'll learn about historical women
through reading, games, and activities such as mask-making, needlepoint and a tea party. You will learn and
interact with games played during the time periods in which the women lived such as Chinese jump rope and
shoot the flag. This camp is appropriate for grades 4-5.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$155
5408
Nolasco

Mystery Madness
CSI

Solve your own real-life mystery like the pros. In this Crime Scene Investigation camp you will develop
problem-solving and critical thinking skills. We'll read fingerprints, write in secret code, create some of our own
mysteries and then solve them.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5405
Andersen

Dissection Camp

We will use a variety of tools and activities to learn about the heart, eye and brain such as building papermodels, watching videos, note-taking strategies, and lecturing. Then we will dissect hearts, eyes and a frog.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5410
Parker

Exploring PE,
Arts and
Engineering

Do you like being active? How about doing art projects, coding and engineering? If so, this is the camp for
you! With your camp-mates and friends, you will enjoy playing games, creating memorable art, and X-Ploring
visual and performing arts.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5411
Sterling

Computer
Programming:
Introduction

What’s one word for something that looks like a dog toy and works like an app-controlled robot ball? “Sphero.”
If you’re with me this far, you’re probably interested in the art and fun of programming through the use of fun
apps like “Scratch” and would love to get your hands on a Sphero! Here’s your chance! This fun toy can be
programmed by you as you learn the skills and techniques it takes to make it roll! Come and have fun with the
hands-on and visual ways of programming. This camp is appropriate for grades 3-8.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5370
Fisher

WEEK 1 CAMPS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL
American Sign
Language:
Beginning

This fun, introductory American Sign Language camp is designed to teach you basic conversational skills of
this fascinating language. Deaf culture and its history will also be explored.

Zentangle ® Art
Method:
Introduction

Zentangle® Art Method takes the "hard" out of art. Zentangle® is an easy art method that creates beautiful
images by drawing structured patterns. During the drawing, you relax focus and get into a sense of well-being.
Kids LOVE Zentangle® because there are no mistakes, no erasers, no rulers. All supplies will be provided.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$159
5379
Masey

Beginning
Crochet &
Knitting

Start your summer learning the basic techniques of crocheting and knitting and by the end of the class you will
be able to make your own scarf and/or hat. All supplies will be provided.

June 12 – 16

June 12 – 16

MCHS

MCHS

$155

$159

5377

5382

CAMPS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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WEEK 1 CAMPS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL CONTINUED
Digital
Photography

In this camp, you will learn the technical workings of your camera, importing and manipulating work in Adobe
Lightroom and Photoshop, gain a critical photographic eye, and be introduced to photographic styles. You’ll
also learn about composition, framing, story-telling, and lighting. Most of the morning will be spent
photographing outside and then manipulating your images in the software. Bring your camera and a
composition-style notebook.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$159
5381
Olson

3D Printing and
Computer Aided
Design (CAD)

Learn skills used in STEM careers! In this camp you will learn to use Auto CAD to make 3D drawings and
print your creations on a Makerbot Replicator 3D Printer. We will start with simple shapes and work up to
more complex designs.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$155
5376
Barnett

Funglish: Basic
Sentence
Diagramming

Would you like to improve your writing skills in a fun class? Join us as we learn to analyze writing through
games such as Funglish to help decipher the difference between simple, compound and complex sentences.
Memory techniques, developed through your awareness of the eight parts of speech will enhance your
communication abilities and will help you when you study a foreign language. These writing skills will serve
you well in middle school, high school and beyond. This class is a great way to learn in a low stress, no
grade, and fun environment. This camp is appropriate for students grades 6-7.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$149
5373
Nolasco

Introduction to
Computer
Graphics: Adobe
Illustrator

Come and have fun learning the basics of Adobe Illustrator. This computer program is the industry standard
for vector graphics, which lets you create logos, icons, sketches, typography and complex illustrations for
print, web, interactive, video and mobile. You will complete at least two projects. Feel free to repeat this camp,
you will learn additional basics and complete different projects each week.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$155
5380
Nacu

College & Career
Readiness
(Grades 8-9)

In this camp, you'll identify your interests and goals and discover careers aligned to them. Learn skills to
prepare for high school success and eventually lifetime success! You will hear about the process for selecting
post-secondary education options. And, you will begin to develop an educational pathway to prepare you to
reach your educational and career goals. This camp is designed for students entering the 8th or 9th grade.
June 12 – 16
MCHS
$155
5378
Thompson

WEEK 2 CAMPS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL
Sewing: You'll Be
in Stitches, Part 1

Join this camp and learn to sew! In this beginning sewing camp, you will learn how to shop for fabrics and
supplies, operate a sewing machine, basic sewing terms and techniques while making a variety of quick and
easy projects. You will make and take home several projects: a tote bag made from a recycled T-shirt, a pin
cushion, pillow case and elastic waist shorts or a skirt. Students provide tools such as pins, scissors and
seam ripper and supplies for all projects except for the 1st project: Funky Chicken Pin Cushion.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$155
5396
Fowler

Dissection Camp

We will use a variety of tools and activities to learn about the heart, eye and brain such as building papermodels, watching videos, note-taking strategies, and lecturing. Then we will dissect hearts, eyes and a frog.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$159
5401
Parker
CAMPS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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WEEK 2 CAMPS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL CONTINUED
Arduino Camp

Is your mind geared for programming? If so, join us for a week of programming Arduino Microcontrollers and
learn about the electricity that runs them. We'll discuss their internal structure, how they store information and
how to program them. You'll have plenty of hands-on learning with the various tools of programming from
multimeters to oscilloscopes.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$159
5402
Wiesmeier

Intro to Circuit
Design

Learn the basics of Circuit Design with "Snap Circuit". This easy and fun program will show us how to build
both simple and complex circuits. This camp is appropriate for grades 3-8.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$159
5387
Fisher

3D Printing and
Computer Aided
Design (CAD)

Learn skills used in STEM careers! In this course you will learn to use Auto CAD to make 3D drawings and
print your creations on a Makerbot Replicator 3D Printer. We will start with simple shapes and work up to
more complex designs.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$155
5393
Barnett

Computer
Keyboarding:
Introduction

This is a great camp to learn computer skills to create documents, presentations and basic spreadsheets
using Google Apps. Explore and expand your knowledge software programs and learn life skills that can be
used in school and beyond.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$155
5394
Berry

Auto Design &
Technology

Do you love the art of designing? Do you have an interest in cars? This camp is for you! You will start with
loose sketches and finalize your creations in finished CAD drawings that include understanding of
ergonomics, design, engine design and marketing.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$155
5395
Faverty

Introduction to
Computer
Graphics: Adobe
Illustrator

Come and have fun learning the basics of Adobe Illustrator. This computer program is the industry standard
for vector graphics, which lets you create logos, icons, sketches, typography and complex illustrations for
print, web, interactive, video and mobile. You will complete at least two projects. Feel free to repeat this camp,
you will learn additional basics and complete different projects each week.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$155
5398
Nacu

Digital
Photography

In this camp, you will learn the technical workings of your camera, importing and manipulating work in Adobe
Lightroom and Photoshop, gain a critical photographic eye, and be introduced to photographic styles. You’ll
also learn about composition, framing, story-telling, and lighting. Most of the morning will be spent
photographing outside and then manipulating your images in the software. Bring your camera and a
composition-style notebook.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$159
5400
Olson

Advanced
Sentence
Diagramming

This camp will help you further your understanding in learning Romance languages such as French, German,
and Spanish. Camp is for students who have taken the Basic Sentence Diagramming class or are entering
grade 8-9. It requires a firm foundation in the parts of speech.
June 19 – 23
MCHS
$155
5399
Nolasco

CAMPS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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WEEK 3 CAMPS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL
Tennis Camp

Pick up a new sport or refine your tennis skills if you already play! We'll start out with the basics, including
keeping the ball on the court, and practice all tennis strokes - forehand/backhand ground strokes, volleys,
lobs, overheads and serves. Bring your own tennis racket, visor or hat, sunscreen or sunblock, water, a
snack and the desire to have fun!
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5412
Cretella

Flute: Beginning
& Intermediate

Do you imagine peacefully playing your flute and lulling babies to sleep? In this camp, you will learn the
basics of playing the flute and reading music as well as gain more advanced skill. Students will learn fingering
and scales, have fun playing together and evaluate and appreciate classical composers and their flute solos
as well. Bring your own flute. This camp is appropriate for students grades 3-8.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5407
Decker

Basic Automotive
Care

Come and learn everything you ever wanted to know to make sure your family car has its basic care in order.
Be the one the family looks to before heading out on this summer's road trip. In this camp, you will learn and
do basic auto repairs and understand the workings of vehicles.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$155
5413
Faverty

Sewing: You'll Be
in Stitches, Part 2

Do you imagine yourself wearing a one-of-a-kind clothing item sewn exclusively for you? This is your chance.
In this novice sewing camp, you’ll be able to make a project of your own choice using a pattern and receive
the help you need from an instructor. In addition, you will discover tips and tricks for working with challenging
fabrics such as knits; learn how to install zippers, interfacing and facings while making a travel tote bag. You
can even leave this camp feeling like nearly an expert after exploring some advanced sewing techniques such
as installing waistbands, sleeves and collars. Students provide materials and supplies for all projects including
pins, scissors and seam ripper. Students who are prepared for this level do not need to attend Part 1 prior.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$155
5414
Fowler

Sewing Creatures

Do you love making things with your imagination and your hands? In this camp, you will learn how to make
your own pattern of a real or imaginary animal and sew it into a stuffed animal all by hand! You’ll learn how to
include embroidery and how to sew on buttons. Once you learn how to embroider, sew by hand, and sew on
buttons, you can make all of your gifts and open your own small business doing work for your neighbors too!
All supplies will be provided.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$155
5417
Mahlow

Oil Painting:
Introduction

Do you enjoy drawing and sketching? Bring a photo of what you want to paint and your teacher will coach
you to get there. See works of art completed by former students at www.flyingkitty.com. You can make
amazing colorful oil paintings out of your drawings on canvas. All supplies will be provided.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5415
Hertig

Digital
Photography and
Adobe Photoshop

Do you have an eye for photography? In this camp you will explore all of the aspects of photography to
capture the photos of your dreams. You will learn the principals of composition, exposure, the creative use of
light in digital photography, and the basics of editing digital images using Adobe Photoshop. Each day, we will
have an “artistic photo challenge”. Bring your digital camera for this camp preferably one with a manual mode
that can capture raw image files.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5416
Holmes

CAMPS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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WEEK 3 CAMPS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL CONTINUED
Introduction to
Computer
Graphics: Adobe
Illustrator

Come and have fun learning the basics of Adobe Illustrator. This computer program is the industry standard
for vector graphics, which lets you create logos, icons, sketches, typography and complex illustrations for
print, web, interactive, video and mobile. You will complete at least two projects. Feel free to repeat this camp,
you will learn additional basics and complete different projects each week.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$155
5418
Nacu

Crime Scene
Investigation
(CSI)

Do you have an investigative mind that loves to solve a good mystery? Crime scene investigation (CSI) is for
you! You’ll process and transfer evidence, dust for fingerprints, match footsteps, and more as you experience,
hands-on, the actual tools and materials used by real investigators under the direction of San Diego’s former
head of the FBI's Evidence Response Team.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5419
Vecchioni

Vex Robotics

Do you imagine that someday you can make a robot do all of your chores? Don’t wait for the future to learn
how to make your dreams come true! Learn to build and program vex robots. You'll use a 3D modeling
program first and then program your robot with unique autonomous behaviors for competition! For the grand
finale, you’ll drive your robot by remote control and make it move objects!
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$159
5423
Wiesmeier

Computer
Programming:
Introduction

What’s one word for something that looks like a dog toy and works like an app-controlled robot ball? “Sphero.”
If you’re with me this far, you’re probably interested in the art and fun of programming through the use of fun
apps like “Scratch” and would love to get your hands on a Sphero! Here’s your chance! This fun toy can be
programmed by you as you learn the skills and techniques it takes to make it roll! Come and have fun with the
hands-on and visual ways of programming. This camp is appropriate for grades 3-8.
June 26 – 30
MCHS
$155
5370
Fisher
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